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About This Content

The history of the Albatros D.III started in the spring of 1916 when the Imperial German Air Force ordered several factories to
design a new single seater biplane capable of competing with the new Allied designs in order to gain air superiority over the

Western Front. New aircraft were desperately needed and Albatros presented the Albatros D.I. powered by the 160HP
Mercedes D.III inline engine and heavily armed with twin Spandau machine guns. The Albatros quickly earned the reputation of

a very good scout. Subsequently, Albatros Werke soon released another version, the Albatros D.II, which had a smaller gap
between the upper and lower wing.

In the autumn of 1916, Oesterreichische Flugzeugfabrik AG (Oeffag) obtained a licence to start manufacturing these fighters.
The Oeffag D.II’s and D.III’s appeared on the Italian Front in June 1917 after being certified by the Fliegerarsenal only a month

before. Peak service was in November 1917, with 446 D.IIIs on the Western Front.

The Bauart 253 (Series 253) was introduced in May 1918. There were 230 aircraft ordered, but only 201 were delivered before
the Armistice. The Oeffag Ba.253 was the final version of the successful series. It was said to be the best Austro-Hungarian

fighter aircraft of the time, boasting a reasonable level speed close to 200 kph (120mph) as well as an impressive climb ratio.
The Oef Ba.253 could reach 5000 meters in 20 minutes, while the 153 series reached the same in 3. Sadly, no Oeffag-built
Albatros survived to the present times, however two Oeffag Ba.253 replicas have been constructed which use many original

parts, such as gauges and Austro-Daimler engines.

Features

High resolution textures
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High quality, naturally animated pilot figure

3D gauges

Six historical paint schemes

Detailed manual

All the cockpit instruments are clickable

Separate pop-up panel which enables wheel chocks and engine cover which keeps the engine from overcooling in cold
weather.
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Surprisingly fun. Sort of like Indianna Jones meets Cube meets Bejewelled.. I mostly played the sequel Battles, which I enjoyed
as a kid, but once I added money to Steam I instantly bought the first WK for only 99 cents!
WK is a 3D RTS game a bit like Age of Empires and Warcraft. One notable thing is that there is only one race (humans). All
players begin the same, but then you can choose a path between pagan, renaissance\/technology and imperial. Also
there is a more realistic and simple economic system with carts tranporting resources from village to village...
The cool thing is that compared to the sequel there is a campaign with a true story, cinematics and dialogues. There are
21 levels. Certain are short and easy, others are long and difficult. Having previously played Battles quite a lot, I
finished all missions in about 30-45 hours.
For people who haven't played both Warrior Kings and Warrior Kings Battles and who hesitate which one to buy, I
would recommend Battles because it has less bugs, more unit types, an interactive tutorial (making the game easier to
learn) and importantly a skirmish mode with AIs which the first WK does not have. It is also more popular and is
preferred for multiplayer battles. But the first WK is still worth.
Also I would like to mention that I've made some modding tools for Warrior Kings. Go to 
https:\/\/sites.google.com\/site\/wkmodding\/ :D. The game was soild but a little too simple. I have played free restaurant games
on the internet that had more substance than this.. I really like the game. As it is still very early it does have some bugs and some
spelling errors but I have got to say It is a realistic and enjoyable game. some of the notable buggs are that of the talking to
person when you open it it works fine but then you close it and latter want an update of the person how he is feeling it shows no
dialog of feedback.
For what it is The game runs good it is worth the cost right now I see a great market for the game in the future I look forword to
further updated in the future Thankyou .. A very fun and quick game in which you shoot at waves of monsters. The visuals are
very cool and the soundtrack fits the steampunk theme. Every time is random, so the replay value is very high.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ryLLEqmtJL8. Note that the listed time that I played isn't correct, probably because I played it also offline.
Anyway I will keep this review short and compare it a bit with Gigantic Army (their previous game which I more than Steel
Strider).

Steel Strider is somewhat like contra with gameplay but with a jet pack and a melee attack. The range of weapons is solid
(pistol, rifle, shottie, glauncher, laser beam etc) but somewhat generic, same goes for movement. The blade melee attack is fun
to use. However when compared to Gigantic Army, Strider feels less unique (no shield, no dash and less robot feel of the
playable character and instead more humanoid feel). I personally also like the art style of Gigantic Army more. But mostly, I
liked Gigantic Army's levels more, Strider's levels seem to be more (annoying) platforming. What I did think is an improvement
in Steel Strider is de checkpoint system and no short timer that when it goes to zero you die.. Very short, dialogue isn't translated
very well, and the story could be fleshed out. Was able to get all outcomes\/achievements in about a half hour. Pick up at $0.99
or less if you'd like to check it out, or just watch YouTube videos.. Cosmic Leap

+ Play through 100 small levels that will test your reaction skills

Time your jumps from planet to planet, avoid the obstacles thrown in your path and blast off to safety with your rocketship!

. "GTR Evolution", "Race 07", "GTR2" -- Just purchase the "SimBin Mega Bundle" to get these three core titles and more; on
sale up to 80% if you catch it but well worth full price IMHO. I own many Racing\/Driving Sims (Steam & Other) and though
dated these titles are still a must for all interested in pure racing & driving fun with as much challenge as you wish. Graphics are
still good, the physics produce a wonderful and realistic feel, there are plenty of settings to adjust to fine-tune your car to the
specific track you're running, decent AI, and the SP racing is pure enjoyment. The number of quality mods available for free
DL is in the many dozens, tracks and cars, enhancements and liveries, and as others have stated you are likely to spend months
trying each and every one since when you DL a new car you will try it at the dozens of circuits, fine tuning all of the many
settings to better you time.
Then there is MP -- and yes, there are still a few who race these titles. Join one of the several popular free Sim Racing groups
with Web sites that allow you to find others who set up and participate in racing online using these and other titles.
The bottom line is this bundle of SimBin titles is at a price low enough, the games\/sims considered a great starting point by
most, and will provide a tremendous quantity and quality of driving fun while helping you to perfect some of the basic abilities
you will need if you seek to delve further into Sim Racing. I have spent hundreds of hours with 'Race 07'\/'GTR Evolution'
alone (non-Steam versions). Also consider 'rFactor 2' as another core title as it has a tremendous number of mods and users,
fantastic physics, and more great driving fun. These titles work great with the Logitech G27 Steering Wheel \/Pedals\/Shifter
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set. -- a wheel & pedals set is a must for the fullest realism, immersion, and thorough enjoyment of all such Sim Racing and
driving titles. [Many different brands of wheels\/pedals are available]
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Yet another great map dlc from the team, only 2 maps this time but people got what they asked for a Boss fight on 'Reaching
out'. One new weapon for Krubsie he needed something specialk he got an Executioner sword that seperates rat head from
body. Courier is a sweet map with some great touches in ambient surroundings.

I have yet to buy a DLC I didn't like. Terribly buggy, could have been fun but the edges of the map are bugged and you
randomly fall through. It doesnt track when you jump 70% of the time and when you do jump it randomly will make
you dash wayyy too far and fall off. Resulting in 3000 failures in the basic tutorial part of the game.

Definitely needs some refining.. First of all, if you're a fan of the Infinity series, you'll definitely be interested in this
game. But even if you're not, if you're a fan of games with a lot of story and sci-fi, you'll enjoy it.

Personally I found the story kind of dragged a lot of the time, but it was still good. A lot of the plot points are
infuriatingly obvious, but you have to bear in mind that the characters don't see everything that you do.

The Xtend episode felt like a complete waste of time to me, it was 90% repeated content that isn't flagged as read so
you can't skip it without changing the settings. The rest of it was really centred around romantic subplots, which I can
understand people enjoying but personally I wasn't interested.. Wow, just wow. For an outsider its maybe not such
good game. For those dollar horror junkies its a 9\/10. By far the biggest environment, most playtime, and story. Like
10x's more then any other dollar horror game I played.

Biggest downside is some glitch and objects\/scenery not being to scale. Some things are too big, other too small. This
game needs a little polish and its good togo. Better translations and Englisih voice acting woudl be nice.. I want more.
MORE MORE MORE. This game has so much potential. Personally I feel there isn't enough pirate games out there
and this game is honestly one of the better ones that have been produced.

 I am a bit disheartened that this game isn't in alpha or beta as it feels like one of the many alpha and beta games that
steam seems to be filled with lately. I really want this game to be improved upon really badly. This game won't take off
unless it has more content and more random situations for the players to experience. This is the sort of game you can
only play for a couple of hours before you are bored.

I want to see this game go further or more games like it.

EDIT: Some people are upset that I haven't put a heck of a lot of time into it. For me .4 hours was enough to get a feel
of it and post a review. Also don't get butthurt if I don't like your pirate game as much, I enjoy base building games
quite a lot and pirate games. Thus this game for me is the perfect combo.. Love it!
It's really easy to do your own Dungeon map for your next Pen&Paper Round.
It might take a while editing and Inporting all the Pictures you want. But if you have everything you need, its very easy
and very fast. All i need now is some picture editing programm.

Issues:
-You cant drag items back. The item will get struck. if you want to remove it just select it and press DEL.
-If you Drag room corners you cant put them back. if you want to have them back where you took them, you HAVE to
press Strg-z (and even that command kinda doesnt work, i have to click it at the top. but maybe its just my European
qwert keyboard. so maybe strg-y works.
-It's kinda Impossible to do Ring Rooms
-I can't edit tags. like adding or removing them or change their names or something like that. also i couldnt find the tag-
search, so i simple click a tag and it filters all items based on the clicked tag(s). This game is good. DAMN GOOD.

Just a refreshing take on the beat em up genre with new ideas, but solid arcade gameplay.

Every character has a different play style in this game and the combat depth is decently deep. You'll need more than
mashing buttons if you're going to make it to the late game.

The gameplay goes as follows.
1) Go through a level bashing as many enemies as possible
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2) Survive and bring back treasure\/loot to upgrade your character stats, and buy gear
3) Use money to buy potions and keys for treasure chests (any unspent loot is disgarded)
4) Set sail to go through another level

You're given the opportunity to go back to camp with your loot and money at the end of each stage, any unused loot
you disgard before your next run.

Controls feel great and 3 players is just enough to keep things chaotic but managable. The game scales with the amount
of players you've got.

There's light puzzles in the world that you need to figure out that give you pretty cool rewards. They're clever but not
too hard. Some hidden stuff in the world too, you just have to pay attention and experiment.

Drop in, drop out multiplayer offline and online (Note, you join an online game when they finish a section of a stage).
You only have one revive in multiplayer where your partner needs to get to you before the valkyrie gets you.

There's a new game + that has its own content not accessible in normal mode.

I've primarily been playing it solo by choice and occassionally hop online.
Game is awesome for the price.
. i cannot reccomend as is. Animations feel broken.. This game has some skill, craft and polish, but ultimately I didn't
enjoy it.

First, "samurai jazz" is a great title, in fact it's a great idea for a setting. But the setting doesn't actually figure into the
game, other than...the clothing? When you start a new game, there are a couple of sentences of vague story that I can't
even remember. Then you leave the starting room, and each room after that has half a dozen blade-wielding thugs or
rokurokubi that attack you. Why do they attack? Who knows! How does the protagonist get away with slicing down
dozens of people in broad daylight? Is the city (whatever city this is) that far gone?

The real problem, though, is the gameplay. You go into a room and try to cut down all the enemies before they cut YOU
down. This requires finicky timing and control. When you die (not if, when) you start over from the beginning of the room.
This is a good thing, as it means you lose very little time in your attempts to clear the room. It only takes a couple minutes to
die 50 times in the same room. Of course, that really just means you rage quit sooner.

I wanted to like this game, but...it's just not fun.
. Good add to the game, perfect for fans. Keeps her moves and her sentences from the original games.

Is funny to see the intro vs Akira and his "I've been waiting for this", for two characters that meet here from different
franchises.

And well... is Mai...
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